including the recent LG model [1] and the respective variants using empirical amino acid residue frequencies (F). This new version of RAxML was specifically adapted to the computational requirements of this analysis and can handle datasets exceeding a 100 GB memory footprint -our dataset requires 89.2 GB of main memory under the GAMMA (Γ) model of among-site rate heterogeneity.
Moreover, we conducted an ML estimate of a dedicated amino acid General Time-Reversible (GTR) substitution matrix, GreenREV (Table S5) , to infer the 189 rate parameters on the shortest MP tree using the Pthreads-based version of RAxML. Note that, due to the size of the input dataset, unlike with smaller protein alignments, it is highly unlikely to overparameterize the method by deriving a likelihood-based GTR matrix. The dedicated GTR substitution model yielded significantly better likelihood scores than the best standard model (JTT with empirical amino acid frequencies [F]) -the A Functional Phylogenomic View of the Seed Plants 2 latter model being chosen after it scored better than the remaining 21 models available in RAxML.
Next, we conducted a total of 20 ML searches for the best-scoring ML tree under the CAT approximation of rate heterogeneity and the GAMMA model of rate heterogeneity using the most recent RAxML hill-climbing algorithm [2] . For both models we used the same 10 random starting trees and 10 randomized stepwise addition MP starting trees in order to determine the impact of CAT and GAMMA onto the final scores, that were computed under GAMMA. We found that inferences under CAT always yielded slightly better GAMMA-based likelihood scores than inferences under GAMMA on MP starting trees, while for random starting trees CAT is better in 2 out of 5 trees (Table S4 ).
We further evaluated the effect of starting tree topology by using the best MP tree found with PAUP*. Log-likelihood scores were better in both CAT and GAMMA models (logLik CAT = -35,802,561.535669, logLik GAMMA = -35,802,415.779498) with the latter model yielding the best likelihood scores across all inferences.
Since CAT returns better scores on MP starting trees which are also used as starting trees for bootstrap replicates, and due to the significantly lower resource requirements of CAT (memory footprint = 22 GB) and approximately 3 times shorter inference times (e.g. ~12 hours on 128 cores for CAT, ~40 hours on 128 cores for GAMMA on an MP starting tree), we therefore used CAT for all subsequent bootstrap searches. While it has been suggested that more than 4 discrete GAMMA rate categories should be used for analyses A Functional Phylogenomic View of the Seed Plants 3 of large and complex datasets, this is not feasible because the memory requirements and inference times for the GAMMA model grow linearly with the number of discrete rates, i.e. a single phylogenetic tree search with 8 discrete rates would have required approximately 178.4 GB memory and 80 hours on 128 cores. Due to the still limited computational resources at our disposal, we executed the novel rapid RAxML bootstrap algorithm to compute 223 non-parametric rapid bootstrap (RBS) pseudo-replicates. In order to determine if we conducted a sufficient number of RBS replicates we applied our novel bootstrap convergence test [3, 4] implemented in RAxML to our collection of RBS trees. Pattengale et al. [3, 4] replicates. In addition to the FC, we applied Pattengale et al.'s [3, 4] Weighted Criterion (WC) that conducts a permutation test on 100 random splits of the bootstrap replicates into equal halves and computes the Weighted Robinson-Foulds (WRF) distance [5] between the extended majority rule consensus trees induced by the respective splits. We used a threshold setting of 2%, i.e. at the point of convergence the WRF distance between consensus trees for 99 out of 100 splits must be less or equal to 2%. The WC converged after 74 replicates. Note that the test can only be applied to even numbers of replicates, since our permutation test requires a split of bootstrap trees into halves of equal size. 
